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The movements of  humans on our planet across times have been framed 
into various labels, concepts, and disciplines that most recently have flour-
ished into a fuzzy academic and political debate. Sometimes, this prolifera-
tion of  concepts has led to ambiguities, some other well known questions 
have been revived by the re-labelling of  terms that made them appear as 
completely original, most notably criss-cross debates between fields of  re-
search and world regions are shaping bottom-up narrations that overcome 
the sole intellectual exercise of  deconstruction of  epistemological unities – 
i.e. the subject, the territory, the nation, etc. As soon as we initiate choosing 
and mingling terms, conceptual constellations are brought into question. 
Just when we name a process as a movement, we wonder why not adopt 
other terms such as motion, mobility, migration, motility, or even kinetics. 
On a similar guise, whereas specific living entities are named as humans, 
we are calling into question the alternative adoption of  terms such as active 
subjectivities, workers, labourers, or (even still) men.

Beyond matters of  disciplines or academic niches, a manifest positional-
ity in this matter is needed for taming the ‘dilemma’ of  human movement. 
In the first place, it should be assumed that all humans work, by participating 
in theirs and the world’s very generation, reproduction, and production. 
We work for moving in search of  a job, our daily reproduction, or caring 
for others. By considering humans’ movements, we should be aware that 
all humans are mobile, in their daily life and historically. This assumption is 
not aimed at forging a universal ahistorical subject fictitiously deprived by 
social hierarchisations, but for recognizing all humans as generative, pro-
ductive and dynamic (Bernardi 2023, forthcoming). From this position, we 
can acknowledge the various forms of  valorisation, representation, and 
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control that various political and social actors have enacted – through time 
and across space  – for capturing and imbricating workers. These forms 
have been labeled and studied in various contexts by different disciplines, 
but the 20th century has left us a heavy legacy concerning history and hu-
man movement.

1. Parallel and criss-crossing paths of research on workers’ mobility

The long – and sometimes exhausting – debate on globalisation and 
the ‘end of  history’ inscribed mobility into a framework of  liberation and 
power. For sure, commodities and glamorized élites experienced a con-
tinuous and heightened circulation that expanded the drivers of  capital’s 
accumulation into profitable logistic systems, while human movements 
faced the militarization of  borders, the increased use of  detention camps, 
and forms of  confinement. The term globalisation sprouted into a wide 
range of  metaphors and ideas, such as cosmopolitanism, fluidity, hybrid-
ity, flows, flexibility, among many others, that somehow aimed to counter-
balance centuries of  knowledge production on static dichotomies. In fact, 
investigations in the fields of  humanities and social sciences have depicted 
an encompassing understanding of  mobility by joining a poststructuralist 
approach that overcame the rigidity of  structures, the centrality of  stasis, 
the integrity of  the body, and the dualisms invented by colonial moder-
nity (Glick-Schiller 2004; Salazar 2013). The “body without organs” of  the 
nomad stands as the most exemplary concept of  this step forward for the 
Western world (Deleuze and Guattari 2003).

Historians often perceived the antagonism between the freedom of  
capital’s mobility and the immobility of  humans as fictitious. The slave ship 
is probably the most dramatic image that embodies the long history of  this 
opposition: it was a vessel, but also a factory, a prison, a trading station, and 
a war machine in which humans were profitably valorised through a force-
ful mobility in chains (Bernardi and Vanhaute 2021). Moreover, this image 
undermines the clear-cut identification of  mobility with freedom and of  
immobility with un-freedom that have been crystallized as a worldview 
through this debate.

The so-called ‘mobility turn’ embraced the 1980s intellectual innova-
tions and questioned the exclusive focus on people while placing them 
within the broader flow of  goods, objects, capital and information (Urry 
2002). The ‘rhythm-analysis’ by Henri Lefebvre (1992) was a pivotal study 
that paved the way for scrutinizing the many faces of  movement in rela-
tion to time. Since that impressive investigation, scholars wondered about 
the rhythm as a relation between mobility and immobility, the movement 
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of  the human body in association to the one of  capitalism, the making of  
hierarchies through routes, the speed and experience of  travel from a sub-
jective perspective, the frictions in mobility and their uneven distributions, 
and the balance of  power between subjects in shaping mobility (Cresswell 
2006). A new field emerged from this ‘turn’ and Mobility Studies innova-
tively affirmed “the power of  discourses, practices and infrastructures of  
mobility in creating the effects of  both movements and stasis” (Sheller 2011: 
2). Various entities on the move were tracked and understood in relation 
to the others, without believing a static condition as natural assumption. 
Static and motion ceased to be parallel antagonistic terms, but became re-
lated dispositions subjected to change: “fixity and moorings” configure and 
enable mobility itself  by operating both in a physical and a cultural sense 
(Hannam, Sheller and Urry 2006).

This multi-dimensional approach somehow endorsed the well-estab-
lished analysis of  Border Studies that already underlined the limitations 
to freedom in mobility as human movements are top-bottom designed, 
channelled into corridors, governed by various institutions and informal 
actors, controlled and tracked by surveillance devices, and have striking 
consequences also on non-human entities. Also, the access to mobility is 
differentiated and hierarchized along lines of  gender, sexuality, ethnicity, 
class, nationality, and status, among others. With a consonant aim, scholars 
adopted the concept of  “regimes of  mobility” as the on-going dynamic be-
tween conditions of  settlement and those of  movement within situations 
of  unequal power that legitimize, or prevent, the mobility and immobiliza-
tion of  people (Glick-Schiller 2004, 2009). In other terms, this innovative 
approach wishes “to interrogate the situations in which certain kinds of  
mobility, or certain types of  mobile individuals, become the subjects of  
praise or condemnation, desire, suppression or fear […]. The discussion 
of  mobility and immobility reflects and shapes our understanding of  time 
as well as space” (Glick-Schiller and Salazar 2013: 196). The last reference 
to time and space evidently refers to history, even if  the ‘mobility turn’ 
scarcely embraced and built up on historical studies of  human movements.

On an earlier track, the scholarship in Migration History and Studies 
grounded human movements into the process of  migration, scrutinizing 
the individual and groups perspectives, the cultural and political role of  the 
communities of  departure and arrivals, the social construction of  catego-
ries of  migrants, and the related typologies of  movements. The attention 
to the legal and social status of  humans has detected a plethora of  terms 
and labels as refugee, economic migrant, commuter, expat, postcolonial 
migrant, “illegals” – just to name a few (Hoerder 2002; Nail 2015) –, while 
the interdisciplinary debate on taxonomies of  migrations has multiplied 
categories and neologism to better grasp the causes for which humans 
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move (Castles and Miller 2003; Schrover 2019). By considering human pro-
ductivity, the historical research on global migration and labour history 
has analysed the conceptualization of  work, the movements of  workers 
and the correlated systems of  labour control across times – in particular 
in relation to the expansion of  capitalism –, providing long-term perspec-
tives and uncountable case studies worldwide (Hoerder 2002; McKeown 
2004; Mohapatra 2007; van der Linden 2008; Mohapatra and van der Lin-
den 2009; Lucassen, Lucassen and Manning 2010; Lucassen and Lucassen 
2014). Far from being a marginal or supplementary labour force, migra-
tion is postulated as a “structural necessity to advanced capitalist countries” 
(Cohen 1987), or better to say, the work and activity performed by mobile 
humans – the frontier of  labour – is constituent of  capitalism since its out-
set as a global process (Bernardi and Vanhaute 2021).

Historical taxonomies and questions on the role of  migrant workers in 
the history of  capitalism have been reflected in the studies on mobility and 
capitalism – even if  they mostly refer to recent times – in which attention 
is paid to the relation between spatial and social mobility within the frame-
work of  neoliberal requirements (Sassen 1988; Nail 2015; Bastos, Novoa 
and Salazar 2021). In particular, circular or short-term mobility has been 
identified as the pivotal form of  work employed by global neoliberal capi-
talism to circumscribe freedom, impose precarity, and restrict rights (Glick-
Schiller 2009; De Genova and Peutz 2010). Nonetheless, despite identify-
ing potential unfree conditions of  labour mobility within the operating 
of  capitalism, still this approach relates mobility mainly to freedom and 
present-day regimes of  labour: “Mobility is, then, a contradictory form of  
freedom, produced by the needs and effects of  global capital, yet resistant 
to total control by capital or the state. Labour mobilities, marked by the 
imposition of  restrictive regulation, are entirely consistent with neoliberal 
labour regimes and their need for flexible, docile, and expendable labour” 
(Bastos, Novoa and Salazar 2021: 158). Echoing historical approaches, the 
term entanglement has been adopted also in these recent investigations for 
describing the non-linear connection between mobility and labour, and for 
avoiding rigid dichotomies (ibid.: 159). Still, the semantic field of  mobility 
persists to correspond to the one of  freedom.

How do we depart from the antagonism of  movement and stasis of  
labour that is still interlaced with the symmetrical one of  freedom and 
unfreedom? This is one of  the most intriguing current dilemmas in the 
blurred field of  global labour history.1 Novel paths of  research may weave 

1 For the editor’s understanding of  global history, see Bernardi and Vanhaute 2021, 2024 
(forthcoming).
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seminal analytical tools for which mobility-immobility and coercion-auton-
omy are not dualistic oppositions, but conceptual constellations aimed at 
drawing out workers’ practices across time and space.

Only collaborative projects will be able to fruitfully tackle this dilem-
ma. The issue “Mobility, Labour, Right: Historical Trajectories and Inter-
actions in the Americas and Europe (XVIII-XX centuries)” is placed at the 
crossroad of  the questions addressed by the aforementioned studies for 
navigating this dilemma. It presents five contributions that complicate the 
picture illustrated so far by following the trajectories depicted by workers 
through conflicting and coexistent practices of  mobility and immobility in 
various historical contexts of  the Americas and Europe.

2.  Weaving one fil rouge through different strands: The essays of this 
special issue

This special issue explores the coexistence of  mobility and immobility 
as constitutive elements for making the space of  labour, and for sketching 
workers’ trajectories of  autonomy and coercion. Each of  these contribu-
tions brings the reader into the prismatic relation between workers’ spa-
tial movement and juridical forms of  management and control. The essays 
bring the reader across Europe and the Americas along three centuries, and 
each provides its own peculiar contribution to the general approach of  the 
special issue by weaving a common fil rouge.

Nicoletta Rolla investigates the tension between juridical tools and in-
formal mechanisms that allowed the mobilisation or immobilisation of  
workers in 18th century Northern Italy. In her essay, “The Perimeters of  
Mobility in Early Modern Construction Sites (Savoy States, 18th Century)”, 
mobility is a consubstantial condition of  work itself, as construction la-
bour always imposes the change of  contractor and place, depending on 
the extent, season, and progress of  each job. In this contribution is evident 
that there is not a simple intertwining of  labour and mobility, but mobil-
ity makes the work relation that was regulated and managed through dif-
ferent economic and juridical devices. The ever-changing work site turns 
to be a broader space in which construction workers move through their 
networks and thanks to their knowledge. A “transnational labour market” 
was mapped through the movements of  workers, but also their contacts 
and their reputation. The skills of  each worker may drive them from one 
place to another, creating a network of  relations that was fundamental for 
getting another job and then expanding again the pool of  contacts: mobil-
ity is the work itself  for construction workers. The knowledge of  workers 
allowed some of  them to be always mobile, and hence giving better con-
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tinuity to their temporary and strongly unstable job. For others, unem-
ployment, indebtment and retention of  wages turned into de facto immo-
bilisation and impoverishment that was balanced by welfare activities and 
logistic support of  confraternities for returning the workers home as they 
wished, together with appealing to courts for demanding the due payment 
of  wages by masters. While the lack of  money undermined the possibility 
of  further movements, the ‘use of  right’ by workers was aimed at reopen-
ing the path of  mobility.

The essay, “Runaway Heuristics: A Micro-Spatial Study of  Immobilis-
ing Chains c. 1790”, by Johan Heinsen proposes a dense constellation of  
concepts for understanding the social history of  runaways in 18th century 
Denmark-Norway through the heuristic lens of  coercion. This new social 
history of  labour coercion investigates the practiced interrelations at the 
level of  grammars, spaces or strategies that disrupt the constructed iden-
tities of  methodological nationalism by disentangling the interaction of  
the different strands that produced a process (WORCK). In this view, the 
space of  coercion is made by the practice of  social relations and is found 
by the assemblage of  mobilisation and immobilisation. For exploring this 
space, the author relies on the set of  linkages and social relations traced by 
escaped convicts that compose the “chains” of  coercion. These chains are 
mappable and identified by the sources, but more importantly they were 
adopted by the same judges to place the runaways on a different grade of  
punishment: the more the fugitive had scaled up the chain of  violations, 
the more the law would have sanctioned him. In this essay, we can witness 
how mobility and right depict and perform dynamic processes; in fact, the 
spark of  autonomy that pushed the convicts out of  forced immobilisation 
created a set of  trajectories of  mobility that were captured by law officials 
and were turned into disciplinary and punishing actions.

Giulia Bonazza investigates the continuity of  enslaved and former en-
slaved people’s practices of  mobility despite the juridical abolition of  slavery 
in her essay titled “Enslaved Labour and Im/Mobility in the Mediterranean: 
The Italian Case (1762-1885)”. The life in five Mediterranean ports in the 18th 
and 19th centuries allows understanding the role of  multifaceted juridical 
tools in the mobilisation of  state and public owned enslaved people. The im-
mobilisation of  these workers was contingent on their physical appearance, 
skin colour, age, and ethnic origins as described by the sources collected; in 
other terms, the racialization of  the enslaved bodies, through assigned and 
invented categories, overcame the juridical status as the main criteria for 
governing the mobility of  former enslaved workers. The social dynamics in 
two peculiar sites shed light on the correlation between mobility and immo-
bility: the galleys and the House of  Catechumens. In both sites, the forced 
immobilisation could be turned into both spatial and social mobility through 
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a wide arrange of  practices – escape, liberation, ransom, or religious conver-
sion – that were either supported or recognized by intermediaries, relatives 
and institutions. Whether “free” or “unfree” by law, enslaved people’s physi-
cal qualities entered the negotiations between actors by affecting the social 
and spatial mobility of  workers to the extent that there was a pronounced 
element of  continuity in patterns of  slave and captive im/mobility.

Federica Morelli highlights the deployment of  mobility by enslaved peo-
ple to enter civil litigation and pursue their freedom. In her contribution 
titled “Slavery, Mobility, and Freedom in the Spanish Atlantic During the Age 
of  Revolutions”, law is understood not as a set of  fixed precepts, but as a “so-
cial and political space” in which various actors continuously negotiate their 
interests. On one side, the juridical system was entered by enslaved people to 
better their living and working conditions; on the other side, these litigations 
and cases made the Spanish law on slavery, then showing the constituent role 
of  enslaved people in the making of  colonial states and the broader society. 
The ‘use of  right’ for re-negotiating their price and buy back freedom is par- 
ticularly telling of  the entanglements between mobility, labour, and law. 
A specific practice established a strong link between freedom and mobility: 
whereas enslaved people entered a litigation, they were allowed to leave the 
master’s house for the duration of  the trial. The peculiar use of  rights and 
the idea of  freedom allowed enslaved persons to improve their mobility in 
the cities, and to be recognized of  temporary freedom for the need of  pur-
suing freedom. In other terms, the potential renegotiation of  a legal status 
opened a path of  mobility that, itself, reinforced the ‘right to move’.

The essay, “Ejidatario and Bracero: The Troublesome Relation between 
Land and Mobility in Mexico (1940s-1950s)”, by Claudia Bernardi investi-
gates the relation between peasant’s mobility and forms of  land possession 
by describing the juridical framework established by the Agrarian reform, 
and assessing peasants’ practices that interacted with the politics of  man-
aged mobility and immobilization. In the historical climax of  the agrar-
ian reform that tied up peasants to the land by reinforcing their symbolic 
role in the making of  the revolutionized nation, a wave of  complaints by 
growers emphasised peasants’ escape from that politics of  immobilisation. 
Landless peasants working for growers demanded either land or the enrol-
ment in the program of  mobility established with the USA, as they were 
both seen as viable alternatives for the betterment of  their lives. Once re-
turned home, these mobile peasants petitioned the government for obtain-
ing land as a reward for their efforts in a foreign country; in other terms, 
the mobility was a workers’ practice that served for their desired immobili-
sation. At the same time, peasants who obtained land, hence their desired 
immobilisation, embraced mobility also illegally to accomplish their desire 
of  a better life, or to escape from coercive and poor working conditions. 
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While workers’ valorisation by various actors occurred along the routes of  
mobility as much as in the places of  immobilisation, they used both mo-
bility and immobilisation as drivers for their autonomy by refusing states’ 
legal structure and politics towards the fulfilment of  their desires.
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